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NOTE: The word "heart " appears approximately 1,000 times in the Bible.
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Channeled messages from Coeus,
God of Intellect
Please READ THEM IN ORDER. You
might want to read each one a couple
times; it helps. Coeus has a huge
vocabulary and is very selective of his
words.

(D) The song Wildfire, by Michael Martin Murphy is
playing in my head. It's about a horse and its rider.
(D) I listened to this song other day with Chris. We
stumbled across it again in a YouTube play list yesterday.
It was buried within a couple hours of pre-recorded songs.
It has a hauntingly beautiful piano introduction.
IMPORTANT! When Coeus says the word "wildfire" is
NOT one word like in the song, but two words
“wild”-”fire.” These types of phrasing are crucial to
being a good “scribe.”
(D) I thought that I just heard you singing the words, “In
the stillness of my dreams…”
They’re packets of data information waiting to be
heard.
(D) You’re singing that song from yesterday.

Coeus (my first encounter)— 12/7/17
Ed (Exclusively Diane's) — 12/8/17
Coeus & Cronus — 12/9/17
Coeus & Athena (the stone heart) —
12/13/17
Coeus (the little book) — 12/15/17
Coeus 12/17/17
Coeus (the lies & Hollywood)—
12/18/17
Coeus (vibration) — 12/19/17
Coeus (teaching through light)—
12/20/17
Coeus (explorer of truths)— 12/22/17

There’s a hoot owl outside my window now for
six nights in a row. On wild fire we’re both going to
go.
(D) Stranger than strange. These dreams are all spiritual.
People didn’t believe. I was trying to explain to them, but
they wouldn’t listen. I’m not sure what is going on.
Listen to my words carefully.
(D) I keep getting that song with those words and weird
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Coeus (time, shifts, slippage, & splits;
acted out!) — 12/24/17
Coeus (the divine marriage) —
12/25/17
Coeus (time loop variables) —
12/28/17
Coeus (Immanuel's wife &
simultaneous time events) — 12/31/17
Coeus & Cronus (the cup) — 1/2/18
Coeus (morning message on the pineal
and ascension) — 1/3/18
Coeus (evening message on Athena)
— 1/3/18
Coeus (morning message on testing
the spirits)— 1/4/18
Coeus (morning message; bad news)
1/5/18
Coeus (vibration) — 1/7/18
Coeus (our love) — 1/8/18
Coeus (wild fire) — 1/9/18
Coeus (lifted up) — 1/10/18
Coeus & Zeus (bindings) — 1/11/18
Coeus (feeling separation) — 1/13/18
Coeus (making strides) — 1/14/18
Coeus (weights of words) — 1/15/18
Coeus (word weights) — 1/18/18
Coeus (disclosure & revolution) —
1/19/18
Coeus (more disclosure) — 1/20/18
Coeus & Cronus (receptivity stimuli)
— 1/23/18
Coeus & Athena (using words wisely)
— 1/26/18
Holy Father — 1/30/18 (grace to thee)
Coeus & Athena — 1/31/18 (judgment
on the super blue blood moon)
Coeus — (time collapsing) 2/4/18
Coeus — ("Banana Gate") 2/5/18
Coeus — (healing needed) 3/7/18
"Psychic" training and disclosure
Coeus — (over-soul memories) 2/9/18
Coeus & Me — (disclosure) 2/10/18
Coeus Energies 3/2/18
Snake Animal Totem 3/15/18
The Wand (IDT to Coeus) 3/18/18
The Inter-dimensional Traveler
Wordpress blog:
Fourth Eye (4th Eye)
Ancestoral Baggage
My Body; My Vessel
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flashes of lights.
(D) There is a hoot owl outside my window now for 6
nights in a row. He’s coming for me I know, on wild fire
we’re both going to go.
(D) There’s that same dream again. There are people in a
building and a guy said, “You were accurate.”
(D) These are similar to a “lucid dreams.”
(D) Then I saw me put my hands outside and I said, “I love
my horses.”
(D) I saw someone kick their shoes off. Then I heard
someone say, “Why did you do that? Someone yelled,
“Hey!”
(D) There’s that song again. “They died one winter, when
there came an early snow.” I don’t think those are the
words, but that is what I heard.
It’s teaming with possibilities.
(D) You usually use your words very carefully; “teaming” is
a horse term.
(D) This song keeps repeating. “They say it came one
winter, when it came an early snow. Then I felt a jarring
sensation.
You’re feeling disoriented. The truths depict
realities need for…
(D) It sounded like desertion, indecision? Oh boy.
Interception? I’m having a hard time here. I think that I've
heard it before. Interpretation? Coeus is making that
"come on" facial expression.
Say what is inside of you.
(D) Inter-depiction?
Listen to me. Inter-decipher-ization.
(D) Is that even a word? It must be, because you broke it
out for me into three parts.
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My Dog the Shaman
My Tri-fold Heart
Earthbound Entities: Mystery
Revealed

The needs to determine these truths reaches
far…
(D) He’s waving his hand showing “far off.”

Good Grief; Grieve!
Great Awakening Pains

…outside your grasp,…

A Soul Saved by Grace
Grounding with the Four
Elements

(D) Now he’s an owl again, using his wing and
demonstrating grasping something.

The Angel of Death
A Sign in a Rocky Meadow
A Portrait of a Spirit Guide
Respect in Mediumship

...of the finer delicacies of these truths. Seeing
the delicate nature of truths is the most glorious and
tallest imagination.

The True Understanding of Self
Visiting Limbo is Not Fun
Clearings — Dreams of an Old
Love
My Intent to Find a Treasure
Oops! The Gift of Manifestation

(D) I’m getting a lightshow again. It looks like you and that
burst of blue energy that I’ve seen before.
(D) Now I see an owl looking around, moving his head in a
“360 degree” fashion. I heard something, but I can’t
remember now what was said.

Wild About Gemstones!
The Violet Flame of
Transmutation
Walking on New Earth
Why Don't I Have Psychic
Abilities or Mediumship
Come Out of Your Spiritual
Closet!
Change Your Thoughts; Change
Your Life!
One Wrong Turn
Expanding Your Energy Field
Is it Loss, or Gain?
Beauty from the Ashes
Balancing, Cleansing, and
Spinning Your Chakras
Do You have Cracks in Your
Protection?
Inter-dimensional Time Travel —
Mystical Marriage
Are You a Way Shower?
A Healing Recipe for Success
ASK!

(D) That song again, “They’re coming for me I know…”
*(D) I see myself leaving on my horse Scarlet bareback, a
Red Roan. I'm wearing winter gear. I'm "ponying" Bud, my
Palomino, as I'm riding Scarlet down the road to a small
dirt road called "Slaughterhouse." It's off of our road. I'm
not sure what's going on, but I feel a bit anxious. I just
stop on the road and was waiting for something.
(D) This is so weird that song is relentless. “He’s coming
for me I know and on wild fire, we’re both going to go."
(D) I’m a bit confused by why you keep having me hear
these words.
Be prepared to release what it is you carry.
We can stop.
(D) No, I don’t want you to stop, I’m trying to figure this
out. Perhaps I shouldn’t try and I should just keep
watching.

The Clarion Call
Vibrational Fequencies

Be prepared to release what it is you carry.

Multi-dimensional Quandry
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Ways to Raise Your Vibrations
Why Can't I Connect Easily with
My Guides and Angels?
Those Crazy Dreams
Kundalini Yoga — Awakening
Your Kundalini
Strange Dreams or are You
Parsing the Veil
Mediumship and Earthbound
Entities
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(D) It doesn't feel physical, rather everything in general.
(D) I just heard someone knocking, like on a door, but
nobody is there.
Fortuitous foes travel; likewise, your ability to
release untruths through your ability to decipher the
lies within, without, that’s what it’s all about…
*(D) Isn't that a Violet Flame prayer?

The Bride of Christ Ceremony
NEW! The Horsewomen of
Revelation
Judgment
Time slips, slippage, Splits,
Shifts, & Loops
How to channel light beings
How Gods/Goddess Create!

…Alfie.
(D) That’s a song. “What’s it all about Alfie.” Mom used to
play it on the piano.
(D) This is strange, now I saw a man running all around
scatter-brained and he fell into a box, or at least his big
head fell into the box. He was running around like he was
lost or clueless, and keeled over into a box.
(D) I’m back now to the other dream with the people and I
heard, “Stand up!” I was standing up. I told him that “I have
no brothers and sisters.” Then I heard the words,
“Riverboat Steve.” I think he's a gospel singer. Then I saw
an older lady and another person getting into a small boat
and they said, “It’s not too late.”
(D) I was concerned. The man said, “Don’t worry, you’re
over there.’ And he pointed. Then I saw something like a
ball of yarn?
In areas that need to be explained, it’s necessary
to diversify your abilities to perceive the information
in an understandable format.
Your need to interpret these messages of truths
requires skills far greater than the truths that can be
explained in the vernacular sense.
(D) Well that’s scary. You can’t explain it and I’m trying to
explain it through these scenes that you’re showing me.
Which are in themselves hard to describe and are
disjointed.
You’re worried about the time. Reality is a
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fortuitous foe within the sense of the mind, shaping
itself salvation survival in the vernacular sense of the
statement. Fortuitous foes exist within your minds
willingness to accurately see and relay these
messages in the human confines of an academia state
of being.
(D) I REALLY have to get up. (I have to pee!)
Being human forgoes your awareness to
decipher truths reliably, efficiently forgoing all others.
The pious reality of understanding the concepts
perceived throughout societies inabilities to perform
within confinements of human evolution.
Ascension…
(D) And his fingers up in the air again.
…is the mathematical key to…
(D) I’m so sorry, but I have to pee!
…reveal the truths…
(D) OMG, I have to go bad!
…effectively…
(D) I’m sorry, but I have to get up.
…within realities perception of the data
presented…
(D) I quickly went down the hall to the potty, but I had to
run back, because he was still talking...
…in an understandable format.
Chaos pursues for those that persist negatively.
The choice is yours to proceed without society’s
determinations to elude those misfortunate souls
caught in the web of deceits, through societies need
to control the pursuits of others wanted misbehaviors.
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The facts speak for themselves.
These are the truths as I know them; the end.
(D) I was talking to Coeus “off the cuff.” I said, “Chris
believes that what you’re saying is out of order in the Book
of Revelation, so it doesn’t make sense.”
That’s because people have the need to see
things in a linear fashion. When the walls come
crashing down, they’ll be lost in the abyss of data, not
knowing what comes first, the egg or the chicken.
And on wild fire, we’re both going to go.
(D) Oh my gosh, I know what you mean about "wild fire"
and "we're both going to go."
*Revelation 6:4
Then another horse
appeared, a red one.
Its rider was given a
mighty sword and the
authority to take
peace from the earth.
And there was war
and slaughter
everywhere.
New Living
Translation
*Violet Flame prayer
of Transfiguration
I AM changing all my
garments,
Old ones for the
bright new day;
With the sun of understanding
I AM shining all the way.
I AM light within, without;
I AM light is all about.
Fill me, free me, glorify me!
Seal me, heal me, purify me!
Until transfigured they describe me:
I AM shining like the Son,
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I AM shining like the sun!
1/30/18 See the channeled message from the Holy
Father. There is a reference to Zechariah, who also talks
about the horsemen.
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